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Introduction
Social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, blogs and wikis
enable interaction between users, brands, and organizations through the creation
of user-generated content. This interaction can have either positive or negative
sentiment and addressing negative press is a major concern for brands active in


social media as a marketing channel or not.
Will having a hub for interaction in the social media space lead to

negative sentiment, therefore having an overall positive affect on
Is it worth our time and effort to be in the space if all we do is


provide proactive tactical solutions, and consider a crisis situation that arose within
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The Right to Free Speech & The Digital Revolution

trusted sources regarding their services or product. With the advent of the print
press, radio and television, evolved “traditional” mass advertising. Through both
the digital revolution and technological advancements with the Internet, word-ofmouth marketing and one-to-one communications
are now again possible through inbound marketing
tactics using digital media. Unlike traditional mass
advertising, the digital age allows the consumer to
have a voice. Furthermore, audiences can now choose
to opt-out or turn off, making the job of the marketer
possible through social media channels, consumers

content further and increase positive brand perception amongst other customers.
business customer relations, resulting in both the downfall and the rise of companies.
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the sentiment of discussions can often be inaccurate. The human language and our

To Engage or Not To Engage

has shifted to consumers; companies can listen and
control. Also, large corporations have numerous levels

the harder it is to control consistent branding through
social media. A major concern also arises in the fact
that once something is said about a brand it can’t be
erased. Decision makers have to decide if it is more






helpful and responsive. Furthermore, engaging with negative sentiment increases

opinions. In fact, there could be larger corporate or product issues that social media
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issues and market research from customer conversations (monsterthinking.com).

negative comment, and their response and reaction often holds more clout and

accountable.

Negative buzz & how to deal with it


Handling Constructive Criticism
positive light.
Handling simple criticism

Handling profanity: Do not hesitate to delete or ignore the post, as it is important
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Take a deep breath



Be timely

Pick your battles carefully: Before responding, consider the consumer’s intentions.

Act as a team

Weigh your losses
buzz. Some comments hold more weight than others.
Be proactive

users to rate and review products/services. In the past, most companies have made

Encourage feedback: With the adoption of devices allowing for immediate

Have an escalation plan
arise, and have an accessible, thought-through plan of action and guidelines for
manager that knows the plan.
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Case Study

and receive information in a fast manner; it can be

of clothing retailers responded to a question directed
towards them on Twitter, and the average response time

reports that depending on the social platform retailers

messaging, and to even make a sale.




social media conversation. It’s no longer a matter of if, but instead, when. Flaws
in products or services are even harder to overcome now because social media
transparent. So, when bad press arrives, a brand should be responsive in an honest,
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jeweler that claims that UO stole her necklace idea; before this accusation, it was
a stolen photograph that UO used on a t-shirt. After the jeweler tweeted about
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from the shelves, as well as from their website. However UO response to this brand

this process UO lost 17,000 twitter followers in just three hours (imediaconnection.
com).
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In this case, social media forced an international clothing retailer to address

damage to the brand. UO stock
decreased and sales have been

result in a problem that escalates to
the point of no return. Brands turning
their back on these conversations
Photo from imediaconnection.com

make matters worse.

It’s important to also point out, that with real-time conversation capabilities,
escalation of a crisis can occur in a matter of minutes. The entire UO escalation


(effortlessanthropologieblogspot.com). That’s a large revenue channel for their
response to have been so lacking, weak and apathetic. And this happened to


conversations. Avoiding the social media space does not decrease negative
negative sentiment around.
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About Social Distillery

Contact Social Distillery
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Supplemental articles:
The repercussions of not responding back to someone:
http://businessdonenow.com/2010/12/02/the-repercussions-of-not-responding-back-tosomeone-online/

Battling bad press:
http://www.openforum.com/idea-hub/topics/marketing/article/battling-bad-press-in-the-socialmedia-arena-mikal-belicove

Best-practices when dealing with negative buzz:
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How to handle negative press:
facebook-page/)
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